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One cold day Mouse and Poppa venture into the clear white world. From sledding down hills, to

skating across the ice, to meeting fluffy snow angels, Mouse finds that wintertime is full of surprises.

And before it's time to go home, Mouse just might have time to "make" a special new friend!

Available for the first time as a Classic Board Book, this seasonal story is perfect for little hands!
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My daughter has Mouses' First Christmas and likes it, so we thought we would get this book. She

enjoys reading it more than the other one. It is about a mouse and his poppa playing in the snow.

They make a snow mouse, a snow house, mouse angels and so on. It is a cute winter theme book

to read with your little one.

Very cute book series...I have all of these books in the seasons series. Spring is my favorite but this

one is good too. I like that in this one Mouse gets to play with Papa (Mama is in Spring and Minka is

in the Summer and Fall books). I do wish it was called Mouse's First Winter though instead of

Snow...just to keep with the theme...but that has nothing to do with the content of the book. My 17

month old daughter likes the illustrations.



I love, love, love this book. The young mouse and it's poppa go out exploring the snow. The poppa

tries something first and the young mouse replies "I can do that too!" and follows soon after. It uses

lots of words like "zip zap" or "twirly whirly", which my toddler loves, and the illustrations are great.I

highly recommend including this in your collection of "4 seasons" books for kids ages 0-2.

Just went through it and it's adorable. The illustrations and writing are perfect for a little one. And it's

a board book so you don't have to worry about ripped or eaten pages when baby plays with it.

This is a very simple book about a mouse and his/her papa making the most of a snow day. Papa

mouse starts an activity, followed by young mouse following along and also attempting each activity.

Good for little ones to follow along and encourage imitation of parents, but the pictures are very

similar from page to page (it is all about snow, after all!) and not as engaging as other books. We

really enjoyed Mouse's First Fall from the same line.

I bought this book for my one-year old granddaughter. It is big and easy for her to handle. I love the

colors, very soft, and the pictures. I am not sure about what she thinks...

My 2-year old son absolutely loves the "Mouse" books. He looks forward to reading about Mouse's

adventures. The books are very enjoyable and easy for him to understand.

This book is a preschool favorite...many opportunities also for puppet show and memorizing parts

as it is short with wonderful detailed pictures for additional discussion.
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